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I wish-well all the National and International audience among the In-state 

Institutions which have shaped my destiny since my birth on 9th March, 1937 until 

today which is 13th February, 2021. There have been many challenges. However, 

none so intense as the Novel COVID-19 Pandemic which has been raging all over 

the planet earth and for that matter the entire space time of creation. However, 

given the “unflinching” support of the Supreme Being and HIS Steering Intuitive-

“Aura”, Innovative-“Halo” and Inspirational-“Tube-Flashes” for overcoming crisis 

and turning them into opportunities we have no words or gestures except once 

again to submit ourselves to the Golden Mean Path to Devotion i.e., Bhakti Marg 

which ensures the Grandest of the entire destiny of the creation and a place for all 

sub-atomic particles of the finest nature which serve as  “point-sized duals” which 

in the language of Quantum Mechanics is described as both the varied displays of 

the Ultra-Transcendental Meditation Prescribed by the Supreme Being to ensure 

Final Blissful Trinity in conjunction with the Upper-most Hierarchy Trinity of 

“Supremely Multi-valent” Nij Dham as a monolith of Ever-Blissfulness and the 

promise to cause Ever-evolving Trinity Status of those who at the beginning were 

at the Nether-pole which would finally be having no “denizens” left there as is the 

promised Grace and Mercy by Supreme Creator at the top of the Trinity in HIS 

Radhasoami Nij Dham along with Agam and Alakh Lokas further followed by 

Anami, Satlok and Bhavargupha in the Grand-division of Purely Spiritual domain 

itself while similarly evolving phases continue in the middle-level of Trinity of 



Grand-division of Mind. No doubt the evolutionary phase in the Grand-division of 

Mind as a Triplet with Mansarovar as the promised land of access beyond 

Mahasunn followed by Sunn and Trikuti with the last one of the Grand Division of 

Matter (i.e., Maya) where initially at the Nether-pole the spirits were in an 

insomnabulant state of deep sleep and had already been awakened with avowed 

promise of leaving no “denizens” at the Nether-pole eventually. That’s the message 

of cheer, peace and ever blissfulness. May you all prosper throughout this course 

of creation reaching finally your destined promised land of electro-dynamic 

equilibrium at the top most level of Triplet (Trinity) with the Supreme Master Himself 

as the Lord-God of Consciousness. 

Thank you.  


